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Layered Traffic Shows Business Everything Needed to Get the Targeted
Traffic Needed

Leading online traffic and lead generation expert Wayne Sharer shares the complete details of
his own online success with Layered Traffic, a course for online business owners, both future
and existing to learn how to generate targeted traffic.

Washington, DC (PRWEB) December 06, 2011 -- Modern business practically demands the entrepreneur to
have a website as part of his or her business. There is an unending volume of targeted traffic and leads
generated online, thus the powerful role it plays in creating success in a modern economy. If a website can pull
the most traffic from a highly targeted pool of prospects, the business owners chances of profiting over larger
competition grows rapidly. This is why the online traffic generating king Wayne Sharer created Layered Traffic,
an easy to follow online course and coaching for small business to get targeted traffic to their websites. In this
13 module course, Sharer demonstrates the exact techniques his business used and uses to grow lots of targeted
buyer traffic to his many business websites. There is nothing random about this process. It's really all about how
a business can literally start with nothing, and grow a stream of leads and traffic to make a business owner real
profits.

Layered Traffic is developed from Sharer's 22 years of experience developing powerful strategies as a
successful US Naval aviation officer. It's designed to make it simple for business owners to build a traffic
generating strategy into their online business right from the start, and not leaving it as an after thought. "If you
ever wanted to build a website for your business and immediately start recieving leads and buyers the day you
make it live, and then grow it to 100,000 visitors or more per month using what are known as free traffic
methods, then this is the place, because I did it, and do it every day," Sharer states.

The video, audio, and electroninc ebook training covers everything from how to ensure a business owner builds
a targeted traffic generating website from nothing, to how to add layer after layer of web traffic techniques
successfully. The course caters especially to beginners starting from nothing, but also is for those who have
tried to establish there business presence online, and failed to acheive their desired results. It's intensive training
that includes over 30 hours of pure substance. Sharer even included an 18 hour series on all the technical skills
required to build an online business. He does this without constantly throwing technical jargon at his students.

Well known online marketing expert, Eben Pagan has labeled Sharer as the "Traffic Commander" because of
his mastery of the skills and his understanding of how it needs to be built into the corps of an ecommerce
business. It appears his students agree with this, and have commented on how Layered Traffic really gave them
a new perspective on how their online business could succeed at very low cost. Sharer is known for delivering
very powerful content for very low cost, and Layered Traffic at YourTrafficStarterBlog.comis no exception.
Sharer stakes his reputation for providing value, transparency, and integrity on his coaching and training. He
tells things like they are, and literally chases away the "get rich quick" crowd. "I demonstrate everything in this
training and coaching using a real website so students can witness real results. Nothing is hidden. I'm often told
this is bad marketing, but I'm about creating real value with honest marketing. Everything in Layered Traffic
can be replicated, and students do get similar results when they follow through," says Sharer. Regardless, since
this coaching and training is so complete, applying this methodology is all but guaranteed to increase targeted
traffic for any online business.

"As when I was in the Navy, I stake my career and my reputation on the results I achieve for those I train and
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work with. Layered Traffic, for me, is an extension of my constant desire get serious businesses started with a
real prospect of success being possible," Sharer states. Anyone with desire can succeed, and the steps to success
are laid out in Layered Traffic at YourTrafficStarterBlog.com.
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Contact Information
Wayne Sharer
HMI Group LLC
http://www.waynesharer.com
202-243-3128

Wayne Sharer
HMI Group LLC
http://www.yourtrafficstarterblog.com
202-243-3128

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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